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PARITY NONCONSERVATION IN NEUTRINOINTERACTIONS 
AND THE T-13 PROBLEM 

R . Gatto 
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April 9, 1957 

ABSTRACT 

Solutions of the r-8 problem are sought whereby one could avoid 

the conclusion that parity is violated also in weak interactions not involving 

neutrinos. It is shown that no such solutions can be constructed that are 

theoretically acceptable, and experimental tests are indicated for a definite 

disproof of such models. The discussion is limited to the usual description 

of neutrino interactions such that the known neutrino processes occur at 

first order in the neutrino coupling constants. 
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PARITY NONCONSERVATION IN NEUTRI~ IN':[E~.A~TI9NS 
AND THE T- f) PROBLEM 

R . Gatto t 
Radiation Laboratory 

University of California 
:Berkeley, California 

April 9, 1957 

INTRODUCTION 

It was pointed out by Dalitz that, in the absence of parity- noncon

serving interactions, the K~1T and the K\1T decays could not be attributed to 

the same particle 1- -this conclusion is rigorous for spin zero. On the other 

hand, if two different K mesons were. assumed, it was difficult-to understand, 

in the absence of parity-nonconserving interactions, the apparent equality 

of the masses, cross sections, and lifetimes for such two particles. 

Recently, experimental evidence has been reported for parity nonconserva

tion in IJ decay, 
2 

in 1T- f.l + v decay, 
3 

and in f.L-+ e + v + v decay. 
3 

Moreover, 

a theory of the neutrino has been proposed which provides a simple model 

for parity nonconservation in neutrino interactions. 4 Such a theory describes 

the physical neutrino as a screwon. This description is possible only if the 

>:<This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy 

C ommi s si on. 

,tOn leave of absence from Istituto di Fisico .dell 1 Universita di Roma. 

1 
R. H. Dalitz, Proc. Rochester Con£. 1956 8, 19. 

2 
Wu, Ambler, Hayward, Hoppes, and Hudson, Phys. Rev. 105, 1413 (1957). 

3Garwin, Lederman, and Weinrich, Phys. Rev. 105, 1415 (1957); 

Friedman and Telegdi, Phys. Rev. 105 1681 (1957). 

4
T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 105, 1671 (1957); 

A. Salam, Nuovo Cimento 5, 299 (1957 ). 

L. Landau, Nuclear Physics l• 127 (1957). 
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physical neutrino has mass zero-for a particle of finite mass, in the center

of-mass system, there would be no way of defining a screw sense. No 

models for parity nonconservation in interactions not involving neutrinos 

have been proposed so far,.-however, the absence of simple models does not, 

o£ course, imply a difficulty. It is the, purpose of this paper to examine the 

possible role in the 'T-8 problem of the established parity nonconservation 

in neutrino interactions,- under the conservative assumption that the other 

interactions do not violate parity. We shall show that it is difficult to 

account for all !he present evidence on strange-particle decays and inter

actions on this basis .. We shall, however, explicitly restrict our discussion 

to the as surnption that the neutrinos are coupled only by weak interactions, 

such that, for instance, 13 decay or fl decay occurs at first order in the 

neutrino interac!ions. The possibility that the known weak interactions are 

effectively second-order processes in the neutrino interactions is now being 

investigated by Lee and Yang .. 

If the strong parity-conserving Hamiltonian has only one eigenstate 

d~ribing a K me son (at rest~, such a state can decay according to one of 
+ + the two decay modes, K ZTI and K 

3
1T, by a parity-conserving interaction, 

and according to the other mode through virtual neutrino states. The 

probability for the latter transition, however- -involving two virtual steps 

due to weak interactions- -would be extremely small. Therefore a solution 

of the 7--8 problem with only one K meson and with parity nonconservation 

only for neutrino interactions does not appear to be possible, at least under 

the restriction imposed in our discussion to the neutrino interactions. 1f 

the strong Hamiltonian has two independent eigenstates describing a K meson, 

thes'e two states must have opposite parity and the same mass in order that, 

after the degeneracy has been removed by turning on weak interactions, the 

resulting physical states contain appreciable amplitudes for both parities. 

The relevant difference between the case with only one K eigenstate and this 

case with two eigenstates is that, whereas in the former case only the first

order perturbed state could have amplitudes for both parities, in the latter 

case the zero- order perturbed state contains amplitudes for both parities, as 

soon as some of the perturbing weak interactions do not conserve parity. 

The possibility of such solution for the 'T-8 problem has been pointed out 
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5 
by Treiman and Wyld. The required equality of mass for the two independent 

K-me son states almost necessarily leads to parity- doublet structures. The 

strong argument against no*arity-doublet theories for such models would 

be the impossibility of concerning two different K me sons with same mass 

(in the absence of weak interactions) without a syinmetry pr1nciple respons

ible for the degen,~racy'":...of course there would be essentially no parity 

mixing at all if an original mass difference, much larger than the decay 

rates, were already present when weak interactions are turned off. 

Assuming the validity of present experimental evidence--which 

clearly indicates that only single particles are observed with single lifetimes 

and fixed branching ratios a 'rid. not doublets- -we shall see that essentially 

only one solution can be constructed that is able to simulate such evidence. 

A detailed discussion of this solution shows, however, that its consistency 

would require rather unphysical conditions for the weak interactions, and 

moreover it would lead to specific difficulties for neutral K 0
, which would 

fit the scheme only accidentally. The model would lead to up-down asymmetries 

in a way qualitatively similar to that for parity nonconservation. It would 

lead, however, to the associated production in nuclear interactions, with a 

cross section equal to that for production of the observed strange particles, 

of hyperons and K mesons which immediately decay into leptons; evidence 

against such processes would constitute a direct disproof. 

5 
S. B. Treiman and H. W. Wyld, Phys. Rev. (to be published). 
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I 

We discuss here ~he decay of particles that exist in parity doublets. 

In order to be definite we limit the discussion to K+ mesons. The treatment . ·.. 0 . 6 .. 
is similar to that given by Lee, Oehme, and Yang for K decay. We 

derive both.the decay matrix and the mass matrix from the Schrodinger 

equation at lowest order in the weak interactions 0 The weak decay inter

actions produce at the same time a level width (finite lifetime) and a level 

shift (mass difference) for the states of a K+ particle 0 The total Hamiltonian 

is H + h, :where h contains only the .weak interactions 0 The states I K., 

of a K+ particle in the ab.se11ce of weak interactions satisfy the equation . 

H IK> = f.L I~, , where f.L is the mass eigenvalue. After .h is turned 

on, astate jK/ goes into a time-d~pendent state IV, which satisfies 

(H+h) jt) = i(d/dt)jt) (l) 

and the initial condition I 0) = IK> . We solve Ego (l) to lowest order in 

h 
6 . 

h wit the ansatz , 

j!> = [cl jK1> e-1(..!12):t + c2IK? e::{A.2/2)t]e-if.Lt 

+ t:vf (t}e-ietjf,-e)·, 
fe E .. 

(2) 

I ~ . I ~ where f, e/ satisfy I-i f, e/ = 

and A- 2 are determined from Eq. (1) and from the initial conditions. If 

Eq. (2) is substituted into Eq. (1) the states I K~) and I K;J and the ampli

tudes v fe are found to satisfy 

:.. i A. I K +) e -(A. 1 / 2 )t = 2 'f e v ~ e ( t ) e - i ( e - f.L )th If, e) , (3 ) 

ivfe(t) = <fe\h\K+)e-{~q/2)t + \~e-)").t. (3 i) 

Integrating Eq. (3 1
) and substituting in Eq, (3), one finds that the states 

I 
+ ·, I +', 

Kl/, iK2./ must satisfy the non.::. Hermitian eigenvalue problem 

A I K+) = A IK+>·· (4) 

6 . . 
To D. Lee,. R. Oehme, and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. (in press} 
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·where A= h Th and 

1 - i ( E - f.L +D./2 )t I 
- e / fe = 

E -f.L+iX/2 \ 27{TI,ff.L)Pf(f.L) (tf.LI-iPJdelf~ pf(e)~~e/ }. 

(5) 

The last equality holds provided the variation of the matrix elements in an 

energy interval on the order of the energy uncertainty of the initial state can 

be neglected; 
6 

pf(e} is th~ density of states f, and P denotes the principal 

part. Inserting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) and putting /\ = f' + i.6., we find 

r = 2Tih {7 \f f.L) Pf(f.L> <ff.LI }h, (6) 

.6. = 2h(7Pjde_lfe)pf(e~f.L~E(fel)h. (6 I) 

Both rand .6. are Hermitian; r is the decay matrix (contributions from 

the energy shell) and 6 is the rriass matrix (off energy-shell contributions). 

In the representation with basic vectors I K:) and \ K~) (PIK::> = I K:) 

PIK~) = -IK~) , in which Pis the parity operator, we shall write: 

(K:I/\IK:) = r + + i.t:..+ = c+, 

<K~ \/\IK~) = r_ + i .6. = c 

(K: \;\IK~) = rx +i..6. = c 
X 

In this representation the states \fe') contributing to !\+ and(\_ are those 

which can be reached from K-: and K~ respectively by the weak interaction; 

the states contributing to;\ x are those which can be reached from both K: 

and K+. If parity is assumed to "be violated only by neutrino interactions, 

the stites ife) contributing to!\ x must contain neutrinos, while the states 

contributing to 1\ + ~nd to 1\ _ are the states with neutrinos and the states · 

without neutrinos having parity+ and- respectively. If time reversal is 

satisfied, the matrix elements can essentially be taken as real, and the 

matrix is symmetric in such a case. Such a synmetry also follows independ

ently of time reversal if it is assumed that the amplitudes for a final state 
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with neutrinos from K: and K~ are the same--such an assumption will 

appear in the following to be the most consistent one. From Eq. (4} it 

follows that for a normalized \ K+) satisfying Eq. (4} the corresponding 

A. satisfies 

where Re and Im denote real and imaginary parts respectively. Comparing 

with Eqs. (6} and (6 1 
}, we find that Re (A.} is the inverse lifetime and 

1-1 +.(1/2} Im (A.} is the mass of [ K+J. Tre scalar produCt of two eigen

solutions I K;) and I K;> satisfies 

(A. 1 +A.;} (K; 1 K1) = 2 < K;l r IK1) (8) 

Since. r must be positive definite, from Eq. (8) we obtairr the inequality 

. . . 2 l 
<. 4Re(>,l)Re(A.

2
)/[(Re(A.

1
+>... 2 )) +(Im(A.

1
->...2 }) ]. 

(9) 

In the following we shall write simply K+ for a state I K+). From the 

assumed symmetry of 1\, the normalized solutions of Eq. (5) are of the 

form 

K+ 1 + K+) K+ = ..!_ (K+ = {N ( q K+ + ' 1 2 {N + 
qK~) (lO) 

z where N = lq 1- + 1' and q is a complex number, 
~---y--z 

c+ - c + +-c _) + 4c 
q = 2c 

(11) 

The eignevalues corresponding to K
1 

and K
2 

are 

( 12 ): 

The two solutions are· not, in general, orthogonal: 

- 1 . . . 
= 2 iN Im (q} (13) 

In Eq. (12} Im(q) is zero if D. is negligible iii comparison with r . The 

states that at t = 0 represent a K: and a K+ respectively are 
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<!>+ (t} 
... 1 = 

q2 + 1 
[ (q 2 e- (>q /2 )t; + e ~("-2/2 }t') K: + .q (e ~"-1/2)t: _ c -("-2/ 2\t:)K ~] e -ip.t, 

<!> (t) = 1 
2 + 1 

(14) 

~--[q(e-("-I/2.)t;_e"'("-z/2)t:)K: +. (e:-{"-1/2)t: + q2e-("-z/2}t;)K~]e-iflt. 
q 

(l4i) 

If K: and K~ . are produced incoherently, the rate of decay into a final state 

f is given by 

R (t) = 2-rrpf(fl) [N I (q2e-("-If2):t~+c-("-2/zW)(!IhjK+)+ q (e-Q-.Ifl)t: 
f r~2 + . + 

:.e-("-2/ 2)f)(fihiK~) 1
2 + N_lq(e-("-I/2 )t:_ e-l"-2/2)t:)<flhiK:) 

+ (e -("-Ifz)t: '* q2~-("-2/2)t:) (fjhj K~) 2 , . (15) 

where N+ and N_ are the numbers of K: and K~ respectively that are 

·originally produced. For the 2-rr and the 3-rr decays we find from Eq. (14) 

for N+ = N_ (parity-conjugation theory), 
7 

. 

R2-rr(t) = w(K!I2-rr) [(l+lqj2)(jqj2e-'Yltte-yzt) + 2e-('Y1+y!Jt/2 Re[(q2-lqj2)eiot], 

(16) 

R3Tr(t} = w(K~I3-rr) [O+Iql2)(e-y1t + 'q'2 e-yzt) + 2e-rn+y~t/2 Re[(q2-lql2)e-iot]. 

{ 16 ') 

We have put "-i_ = yi ti oi and introduced 6 = ~. (o 2 .:. o 1), and we denote wi!h 

w the transition probabilities -- it is assumed in this model that only K+ 
+ contributes to the 2-rr mode and only K _ to the 3-rr mode. The relevant feature 

is the appearance Of the oscillating interferen-ce term (last term in Eqs. (16) 

and (16 1
). 

5 
This term comes from the interference between the ·K1 and the 

K; amplitudes. This term is small, however, if the lifetimes are widely 

different. We can find a limitation for the interference term by using the 

c ond.ition in Eq. (9) that follows fr orri. the requirement that r be positive 

definite: 

7 
T.D. LeeandC. N.Yang,Phys. Rev; 102,290,1956. 
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I interference term I ~ R 2-
. 

(direct term}. (17) 

We see from Eqs. (14} and (14 1 ) that after a time t from its production, an 
+ + +. 

original K+ becomes a coherent superposit,ion of K+ and K In the 

parity-doublet model,. for production processes in which no pseudo scalars 

are observed, the K+ beam originally produced is an incoherent super-

. . f K+ d K+ pos1t1on o .. + an . Parity nonconservation in neutrino processes 

transforms each of the incoherent amplitudes into a coherent superposition 

of K! and K~ after a time comparable to the lifetimes. However, in a 

process such as (for insrance) K- + p -+ :E +'IT occurring at rest, the 

beam again behaves as an incoherent mixture pf K~ and K= . In the Lee

Yang parity-conjugation model, the predicted forward-backward asymmetry 

in the angular distribution of the pions from :E decay is still expected to 

occur essentially in the same way as for absolute parity conservation. 

Present evidence clearly indicates only single particles with definite 

lifetimes and definite branching ratios. We shall nciw examine, using the 

results derived in the last section, whether a solution can be constructed 

that can simulate a situation in which only single particles instead of doublets 

are observed. In particular, a necessary requirement will be that the two 

K lifetimes be widely different, so that in most experiments only the long

lived component is observed. In experiments in which only the long-lived 

component is observed the decay rates would exhibit a single exponential 

tifue dependence consistent with the same lifetime--that of the long-lived 

component--and the relative abundances of the various decay modes would 

always be the same. Both the 2'TT and the 3'TT decay modes would be permitted 

for this component. In general, however, the long-lived K, after scattering, 

would also generate short-lived K .. The short-lived K that is produced 

would be easily detected, for instance, in K+- scattering experiments in 

nuclear emulsion--if the lifetime is very short, so that the produced short

lived K decays before being observed, the process would appear in most 

cases to :violate strangeness if the energy of the incident K+ is known; 

. d d . . h + ...... + K+ moreover, assoc1ate pro uctlon~xpenments sue as ·'IT + p ~ ~ + 

would also appear in some cases to violate strangeness. To be definite let 

us assume that K
1 

is the short-lived component and K
2 

the long-lived. In 

the parity-doublet model we find, for the scattered amplitude from an initial 
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+ K beam that has lived enough .so that the short-lived compon,e.nt is already 

extinguished, 

(scattered amplitude)- (1 - q
2

)f K; 2 + + [( l+ q )f+- Zqf_] K 2 , (18} 

where f+ and f_ are the two independent scatte.ring. amplitudes (energy- and 

angle-depep.dent) in the parity -conjugation model. It is seen from Eq. (18~ 

that only if q is close to ± 1 the scattered amplitude never contains a short

lived component. From Eq. (11), q = ± 1 is possible only if c+ = c_, in 

which case q = +1. However c+ c~>ntains the parity-conserving amplitudes 

with P =· + 1 (such as those for K+ ,-+ 2TI) and c _ the P = -1 parity-conserving 

amplitudes (such as for K .- 3TI). These amplitudes are completely unrelated, 

and, further, there is no general way of relating them to the amplitudes for 

the neutrino decay modes. Therefore the only nonaccidental explanation of 
•·,-..J ... 

c+ .'.iii: c~ would be the predominance of the neutrino contributions in both c+ 

and c _, since such contributions could be related one to the other. The 

simplest way of relating the neutrino amplitudes so that, in the absence of 

nonneutrino interactions we have c+ = c _, is to require the in variance of 

the Hamiltonian under the composite transformation (the signs are not 

necessarily related), 

ljlv.-±)'5tl;v' (19} 

where ljJ+, ljJ_ are the field operators for the two components of a parity 

doublet, ·tj; is the neutrino field, and the first transformation is carried out 
v 

for each particle existing in parity doublet (particles of odd strangeness in 

the parity-conjugation model). The K .- 1.1. + v decay interaction, for instance, 

would possibly be written as 

giving equal total decay rates from K+ and from K _. A further requirement 

of separate invariance under ljlv ~ 'Ys tj; v (or tj;v _.. .,..}5 tj;) would be 

equivalent to postulating equal or opposite amplitudes for the neutrino modes, 

and in this case all elements of the 1\ matrix would be equal in the absence of 

nonne':ltrino interactions. We shall not use this particular assumption; 

however, we shall be led. in the following to adopt it for the consistency of the 
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model. In any case, it follows from the more general assumption Eq. (19), 

and from the assumption of the preponderance of the contributions from 

neutrino interactions that the physical particles in a parity dqublet (i.e., 

the eigensolutions of the equations of the form of Eg. {4))are approximately 

described by states of the form (Eqs. 10) 

1 

f2 
(s + + s ), 

1 
s = 
A f2 (20) 

where s
5 

and sA are the two states of opposite parity for a particle of'odd 

strangeness in the parity-conjugation theory. (The case of the neutral K 

mesons is more complicated a'nd is .discus sed later. ) The states (20) are 

eigenstate s of the parity- conjugation operator cp with eigenvalue + 1 and - 1 

respectively, therefore these ·states are conserved in scattering processes. 

The corresponding eigenvalues A. are x.
5 

= c+ + c and A:A = c+- c. If the 

real part of c is positive, s
5 

is short-lived and sA long-lived~ and the 

opposite holds if 'the real part of c is negative. It can be seen that, if 

the sign for each s in the first of the two relations (19) is chosen appropriately/ 

it is possible to construct a situation such that, for instance, s
5 

is always 

short-lived and sA always long-lived. In particular, if the more stringent 

assumption is adopted of separate invariance under l(!v -+ ±-y5l(Jv' the choice 

of the sign in the first of Eq. (20) would be the same for all s. If so, for 

each doublet the short-lived omponent would have, for instance, cp = + 1. 

and the long-lived cp =.-1. Let us now consider a production experiment, 

to be definite ~ t K:r production from ordinary particles. Conservation of 

c p restricts the final amplitude to the form 

(21) 

where c
5 

and c A are complex amplitudes. This final amplitude gives zero 

probability for the production of a short-lived~ with a long-Hved K+, and for 
+ 

the production of a long-lived ~- with a short-lived K . Therefore, if only 

the long -lived particles are observed, no apparent violation of the strange

ness selection rule will be noticed. Moreover, a beam of long-lived K+ or 

K in subsequent strong interactions with ordinary nuclear matter will· 

always produce long-lived particles (the case in which K~ are produced will 
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be examined later}. Therefore experiments such as (N stands for nucleon), 

K+ + N --. K+ + N, K- + N --. -~ -~ + lT (including t-h~ subsequent ~ 0 decay. 

and possible subsequent interactions of the ~±} ~ill fail to reveal a short

lived component. This conclusion does not hold at_ higher energies if more 

than one strange particle is produced by the long-lived K: Production of 

more than one strange particle from the K- beam can occur, for instance, 

in the reaction K + p .--. ~ -+ K+, and in various other reactions at still ,.., -
higher energies. The v has a given cp (= ± 0 and exhibits only one life-

time, namely the observed one. If cp of;- is -1, the emitted K+ is 

short-lived. In this case the reaction would appear to violate strangeness. 

If cp of 8 - is +1 the emitted K+ .is long-lived. In this case the final K 

amplitude in the production process 

(ordinary particles p __. '2.- + K+ + K+ 

+ + + + . . 
has the form c 5 (K 5K. 5 } + c A (K A K A); and 1t would sometlme s lead to 

apparent violation of the strangeness rule. If cp of '(J- is -1 the final K 

amplitude has the form cSA (K+ 
5

K+ A)' and it would practically always lead 

to apparent violation of the strangeness. From present e'vidence8 we would 
~- ~- 0 

be led to assume cp = + 1 for 0 . In the decay of u the produced 1\ 
could be sometimes long-lived and sometimes short-lived. If the shorter 

lifetime were such as to give no visible track the .event would simulate 
,-.- 0 u --. lT- + (A decay products)._ 

The experimental upper limits on the shorter K+ lifetime will depend 

of course on the assumed abundance of short-lived K+. However, in this 

theory short-lived and long-lived particles are produced in the same abundance. 

To see this point in a s1mple way, consider the production of K+ without 
+ + . 

observing the ~ . The K+ and the K_ are produced incoherently. There-

fore there are two amplitudes, one for K: and one for K~ , which are 

incoherent. Both amplitudes contain the same number of K5 + and KA +. 
From present data it would seem that the theory could be made consistent 

with a K lifetime ~ 10- 14 to 10:... 13 sec, but it is .difficult to obtain reliable 

estimates. The coupling~ responsible for such decays would therefore be 

8 G. H. TrilFng and A. Neu;~;~nbauer, Phys. Rev. 104, 1688 (1956 ). 
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rather larger than generally assumed for the w'eak decay interactions, and 

this could constitute a theoretical difficult. Moreover, we must discuss the 

mathematical conditions for the consistency of.the solution. We shall see 

that in order for the solution to be consistent the weak interactions must 

satisfy rather strange conditions, and we shall derive the relevant result 

that the short-lived particles must always decay into neutrino modes. We 

decompose the diagonal matrix elements of 1\ into two parts, separating 

the contributions due to neutrino interactions from the remaining contributions 

due to the parity-conserving interactions. We thus write 

r + i. f:::.. - = (V + W ) + i (M + N ), 

where V and M are the contributions from neutrino interactions. The 

nondiagonal matrix element r + i /:::,. is entirely due to neutrino inter-
X X 

actions--it must be noted that V;:;:,; r . For the two physical states, 
- -1/2 .. . - - 1/ t . . . 

s 1 - N .. (q s+ + s) and s 2 - N . (s+- q sJ, we can calculate the 

total decay rate for decay into non neutrino final states with parity +, which 

we call w(s l + ), and the total decay rate for decay into nonneutrino final 

states with parity-, w(sj-). These rates are given by 

- i I . 12 w (s 1 +) = N q 

w (s I -) = N- 1 W 

2 Re (q) r ], 
X 

and by 

- 1 w (s 2 1 +) = N . w + 

-1 I \2 w(s
2
1-)=N q w 
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From these quantities we can obtain the quantities that are relevant for our 
.· _. :. 

discussion, namely the branching ratios between neutrino modes and parity

conserving modes . .for s
1 

and s
2

,. B 1 and B
2 

res,pectively, and the lifetime. 

ratio 'T
2
/'T

1 
: 

(1 + \q\
2
)V + 2 Re (q) r 

X 

(1+/g\
2

) V-2.Re(q}rx 

w+ +lql2 w 

(22) 

(22 1) 

Re ( x.
1

) 

Re( x.
2

) 
1
2 . I 2 . r w + + lq w _ + (1 + qj ~v - 2 Re(q) x 

= = 
lq 12 

W+ + W_ + (1 + jq\ 2
)V + 2Re(q) rx 

(23 ) 

The mixing paramet~r q can be expanded as 

c •>- c 
q = 1 + _+-=---

2c + 
c - c 

0 ( ( + - - )2 ), 
· 2c 

(24) 

l
c+-c-12. 

and the condition ~ ~ 1 thus means 
2

c < < l. To be definite we 

assume s 
2 

long -lived and s 
1 

short-lived. Let us first discuss the solution 

for the hyperons (A, ~),, We must simultaneously satisfy 

I 
c+ - c 

· 2c 

which guarantees q ~ 1 , arid. 

--r2 
-

'T • 
1 

" 

w 
+ 

+_W 

w+ +W 

B = 
.. 2 

-

-

I << 1, 

+ 2 (V + 

+ 2(V -

2 (v _ r ) 
W +·W + -

r 
r 

(25) 

) 
>> 1, (25') . 

X) 

<< 1. (25") 
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The last condition ensures that the branching ratio for ne'utrino -modes of 

the obs~rved component is small, as known experimentally. After Eq. (25 11 } 

has b~en sub~t'ituted into (25 1 ), (25 1 ) can be written -as . 

= > > 1, (26) 

and, comparing with (22), we find the important result 

= >> 1, (2 7) 

-which shows that the short-:lived component essentially decays into neutrino 

modes. However, from Eqs. (25") and (26) we find 

v- r 
v+r 

which would strongly suggest v = r (or v = - r if the long-lived is s 1 ). 

This equality, as shown by Eq. (6), would strongly· suggest the equality of 

the neutrino-mode amplitudes from s+ and from s -- we have already 

discussed this possible symmetry requirement. The conditions to.be sat

isfied are now the i~equality (26 ), in the form 

' 7' 2 4V = 
w+ + w 

>> 1, (28) 

and (25), which can be written as 

2c ) 
(W+-w_) + i(N+-N )I 

= ----:::--=r--:--:-......... ----~ < < 1 .. 2 (V + i .6.) (29) 

These conditions are consistent, and by taking--for instance-- V"'/:::., 

W+ r-w_-N+_N_, we find I (c+- c_)./2cl -.,.
2

;.,. 1 , which would mean 

that the physical particles are very closely eigenstates of C:p' in agreement 

with the experimental conditions, as already discussed. We then find that 

for v = r the branching ~atio in ileutrino modes for t:p.e long-lived c,om

ponent would be, from Eq. · (221
) and (24) and the last result on,(c ... - c":') h.c 1 
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which would agree very well with the experimental results. ·we therefore 

see that for hyperons a rather consistent scheme can be constructed- -at 

the following price, however: first we must admit an inequality like (28), 

.which is not easy to understand theoretically and sounds rather unphysical; 

second, the short-lived component, according to (27), would mostly decay 

into neutrino modes, a situation that could give rise to peculiar observational 

consequences- -'because of con.servation of nucleons another lepton (f!, e or v ~ 

must be emitted in these decay modes. 

For K± mesons we want again to sati~fy conditions (25) and (25 1);, 

however, condition (25 11
) must be substituted by 

(30) 

as. known experimentally, From (30) and. (25 1 ) we are led to 

v- r 1 
v + r :..z 

which again strongly indicates V = r . We therefore write for this case 

the conditions corresponding to (25 1 ) and (25 11
) in the hyperon case in the 

form 

.,2 w + w + 4 f"' + - >>1, -- = lz 'T1 w+ + w_ .+ I c+ - .c 
2c 

(3 1) 

1
2 r c+ - c _ 

2c · = - 1 (31 u) 
w + w + -

If · Eq (3 P) is substituted into (31); (31) can be written as 
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2 »L (32) = 

Again, comparing with (22 ), we. have 

= 2 >> 1, 

which implies that the short-lived ,component must practically always decay 

into neutrino modes-- this result follows in any case even if we do not assume 

V =· r. The independep.t conditions to be satisfied are now the conditions 

similar to (29), ( 31 u }, and (32). The last two give 

c - c + -
2c I -· = 

. 
(3 3) 

'Nhich is sufficient to guarantee that K
1 

and K
2 

are close to eigenstates of 

e p· Equation (32), like (28~, seems very unphysicaL Moreover, we note 

that (33) is different from the corresponding condition for the hyperons, 

essentially because of the square root in (33 )--this difference is because we 

have assumed for the K mesons B 2 ~ 1 instead of B
2
<< 1 as for the hyperons. 

This means that Eq. (33) cannot be satisfied with the same choice W ~ N as 

for the hyperons- -in which case, using Eq. (34), one obtains 

j (c+- c_}/2c I< ~ (T 1/r 2 ). It can be shown from Eq. (34) that (33) can 

be satisifed only provided we have 

a condition which again is rather unphysicaL An alternate possibility could 

be to assume that only some neutrino decay inte.ractions, not observed for 

the long-lived K, are predominant. In any case, according to conservation 

of statistics and conservation of heavy particles, the predominantly neutrino 

decay modes of the short-lived particles must lead to at least two final 

leptons. One of these leptons would be expect to be a muon or an electron, 

at least in some cases. No cases of f.L me sons or electrons coming out 
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from stars have been reported. Dire~ct mass measurements on the secon9-ary 

tracks emerging from high-energy stars would generally fail to identify fJ. 

mesons and electrons. 9 A systematic investigation carried out at Bristol 
. . ... 10 ; 

on the nature of the particles emerging from stars was not in an appropriate 

condition for identifying such mespns or electrons because of the lowld.mit 

imposed on_the velocity of the particles examined. 

Other difficulties for this solution occur in connection with neu.tral K 

mesons. A parity-doublet theory would lead in general to four different 

states with four different lifetimes for the neutral K mesons. In the repre-
. 0 0 

sentation in which the strangeness S and the parity P are diagonal K+ , K , 

K~ , K
0 

are the four basic states--these states do not in general have a 

definite lifetime. Since weak interactions do not conserve strangeness, the 

physical particles are linear combinations of K 0 and K 0 states. States of 

both parities are present in these combinations because of the mixing 

produced by neutrino interactions. It will be convenient to use the repre

sentation with basic vectors 

Ko 
-+ = 

1 
·rz-

0 1 
K+ = 2 

(34) . 

On t~e basis of L{iders theorem, the assumption of time-reversal invariance 

is equivalent to the assumption of conservation of the quantum number L=CP. 

If a single K
0 

is assumed, L conservation alone uniquely determines the 

physical particles in terms of K
0 

and K.0 
The physical particles are in 

this case the two eigenstates of L, 

9 Daniel, Davies, Mulvey, and Perkins, Phil. Mag. 43, 753 (1952). 

10
nahanake, Francois, Fujimoto, Iredale, Waddington, Yasin, Phil. 

Ma'g. 45, 885 (1954). 
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These states a~e the eigenstates o·:f L, with eigenvalue + 1 and - 1 respectively. 

In fa,ct these states are eigenstate s ofL when there are no weak interactions, 

and as long asweak interactions are assumedto conserve L, they remain 

eig~nstates of L, with eigenvalues +1 and- 1 respectively, also after 

. turriin~ 'o!1 the weak interactions. A system of two pions has L:::+1, and 

therefore only the state with L = + 1 can decay into two pions. By· the 

s arne argument it follows that of the st;~:tes {34), ·. K+~. and K _ ~ are eigen

state s of L with L = + 1 , and K+~. and K _ ~ are eigenstate s of L with 
' 0 0 

eigenvalue L = - L Of the. states {34) only K++ and K __ . can decay into 

two pions. Conservation of L requires the physical states to be of the fo.rm 

... K 0 
+ K 0 .with L= 1' (35) u++ . ++ u 

K 0 
u_+· -+ + 1,1+-

Ko 
+- with 'L = -L (3 5 u) 

There is no choice of the coefficients u,. which makes the states (35} and .. 

(3 5 1 ) eigenstates of c: :p· The eigenstates of C:p can be expressed in terms 

of the basic vectors 

= ~ (K+o + Ko ) , 

f2 . 
1 

f2 
(36) 

as 
' 0 

+ 
- ,-0 

with + 1, (3 7) cSKS cSKS Cp = 

0 + 
.:... -0 

with C.p (3 7 i) cAKA cAKA = - l. 

A superposition of the form (35) or (35 1 ) cannotbe expressed in the form 

{37) or (37 1
), unless all the coefficients are zero. This result merely 

reflects the circumstance that Land C:p anticommute for strangeness odd. 

In fact, from the definitioT\ of the parity conjugation operator Gp, it 

follows that d PL - (- )
5 

L ~:p = 0. In a Wigner- WeiUkopf treatment the 

physical states (35} and (35 1 ) are determined as eigensolutions of a 
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non- Hermitian matrix 1\ = r + i t::,, where r is the contribution from 

the energy shell and£:,. the contribution from outside the energy shell. "In 

the representation with basic vectors (34) there are no ·matrix elements of 

A. connecting the two subspace s with L = + 1 and with L = :.. 1. This follows 

from the assumed L conservation for the total Hamiltonian (which is 

equivalent, according 'to Lllder s theorem, to time-reversal invariance }. 

Therefore the eigenvalue problem is split into two separate eigenvalue 

problems, one in the L = + 1 subspace (solutions bf the form (35))arid one in 

the L = -1 subspace (solutions of the form (35 1 )). Moreover,, the assump

tion of time-reversal invariance allows one to take all the matrix elements 

real, so that the matrix elements sy;mmetric with respect to the first 

diagonal are equal. .The solutions are thus of the form 

~ = _!_ [f K O + K 0 
fF ++ 

(38) 

Ko = _!. [K 0 -fK_~J 2 rF ++ 
(38 1 ) 

Ko 1 [g K 0 + K 0 ] = 
fG 3 -+ +- ' 

(38".) 

Ko 1 K 0 0 ] = - g K+-4 fG -+ 
, 

where f and g are in general complex numbers, and F = If\ 
2 

+ 1, 

G = lg \
2 + 1. The solutions K~ and K~ pertain to the eigenvalues L = + 1, 

0 0 0 0 
K 3 and K

4 
to L = - L The states K

1 
and K

2 
can decay into two pions, 

: . 0 0 
while the states K

3 
and K4 cannot. The states which at t = 0 represent a 

K~ and a K~ are respectively 

(39) 

KO ..... .!. [ fF . (KOe-(>-1tYz,_fKOe-l>-2tY2) + (G2G (gK3oe{>-3~Y2+K4oe{>-4tY2)]e-iflt. 
- f2 f2+1 1 2 .. ·. . g +1 
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The A. are the complex eigenvalues of the matrix (\ The resulting decay 

curye s are very complicate, containing exponential terms ;and oscillating 

terms. .The behavior .of the solutions in the limiting ca,se of predominant 

neutrino interactions i.s. quite different from the behavior for charged_K. 

We have already remarked that, in contrast to the ca.se of. charged K, the 
~ . . . . .· .. . . 

eigensolutiqns (38)- (38 1 ") ca?-not be eigenstates of C·p _(this holds in 

general) .. We must a,ssume, as a result of the foregoing discussion, that 

the matrix elementsfrom K+are the same, apart from sign, as those K 

for processes involving neutrinos. To be definite let us assume that the 

amplitudes from K+ are ,equal to,thos~ from K _. The eigenvalue problem 

in the L = +1 subspace is then the same as for the L = :..1 subspace in this 

limit of predominant neutrino interactions. Therefore, we have A.
1 

= A.
3

, 

A.
2 

= A.4 , and f = g in the above Eq. (40) - (40 1 "), Since two different 

lifetimes have already been obse.rved in the K
0 

beams we would be led to 

identify the two different lifetimes with those which are observed. We can 

show, however, that this solution is not in agreement with experiment, 

since it would lead to a large fraction of non- 2 TI decays of the short-lived 

component. The fraction of decay into 2TI of the short-lived component can 

be calculated by consideri~g that K~ and K~ are produced incoherently 

and noting that the solutions K~ and K~ are orthogonal and normalized to 

unity. We see from Eqs. (39) and (39 1 ) that, in the limiting case considered, 

at least one -half of the short:..li ved component does not decay into two pions. 

This is in apparent disagreement with experiment, considering that rio 

confirmed evidence exists for the 2TI decay of the long-lived component-~ 

the anomalous decay modes at times comparable tci the shorter lifetimes 

ar~ no more than about lOo/o .. A general argument shows that the distortion 

of the s olritions due to nonneutrino interactions cannot rn·odify this condition, 

at least as long as one wants to maintain the feature of approximate coinci

dence of the four lifetimes into two distinct lifetimes into two distinct 

lifetimes. From Eqs. (39) and (39 1 ) we see that the fraction bf the sh~rt

lived K 01 s in the incoherent K° K
0 

beam that can decay into two pions is + 
given by 

l ' 
2 

d :tl2 + l )2 

I £2 + 1!
2 

(40} 
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and the fraction that cannot decay into two pions is given by 

1 
2 

2 ' 2 (. lgl_· .+ 1) (41) 

The condition on the Hermitian matrix r of being positive definite leads to 

the inequality 

\ f - f* 12 
I If 12 + 1 12 

< 
. _ 4 Re (A. 1} Re (A.2 ) ... 

[Re (A.l + A.2)] 2 + [Im(A.1-A.2)] 2 

(·42) 

The right-hand side in... (42) is less than 4( 7'5/TL), where 'TS is the 

shorter lifetime and .7' L · the longer. According to pre sent data 7' 5/ 7' L is of 

the order of 1/100. An inequality similar to.· . (42} holds for g if one 

substitutes A. 3 and A.
4 

for A.
1 

and A. 2 . If now we use the identy 

1 
2 

( 1£12 + 1 )2 
\f2 + I\2 

and the similar identity for 

= 
1 (~ 12 + 1 )2 

2 (\f\2 + n2 -\f _ f*\ z 

(41 ), comparingwith "-'· . (42) and with the 

corresponding inequality for g, we find that both .c • (40) and (41) are 

approximately equal to 1/2, apart from terms smaller than 4( 7' s/1' L) -4/100. 

Another difficulty in reconciling with a solution with essentially two lifetimes 

would occur if, in the associated production of A 0 
with K

0 
(not eigenstate of 

Cp in this theory) a high frequency of visible 1\ 0 
were found in association 

with the K
0 

with shorter lifetime. Recent results at Columbia point in this 

direction. 
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.. II. 

We now discuss the decay distribution in this theory, in particular the 

question of up-down asymmetries in hyperon decay. We shall see that a 

parity-doublet model with parity nonconse.rvation in neutrino interactions and 

with parity conservation in other interactions leads to up- down asyinmetrie s 

for hyperon decays, at least as long as there is sufficient parity mixing in 

the states representing the physical particles. The problem of the polariza-

tion of particles yvith parity-d~ublet structure has beeri discus sed by Lee and 

Y . . ' .·. (11} 
ang assum1ng par1ty conserva,tlon. · H parity if:i notco~erved the density 

matrix has a more complicated structure because .of the parity mixing due to 

the weak interactions. Following Lee and Yang, we describe a particle with 

parity-doublet structure by a 4-component wave function 

~ (t) = ·[ ~+ (t)1· 
~ (t) 

where~+ and~ refer to the even-parity and odd-parity states respectively, 

and each of them has two co'Tl1.ponents describing spin up and spin down. The 

density matrix is given by 

D (t) = ~~ (t') l\J t (t), 

and it is written' in the form·. 

(43} 

Under space inversion, D+'t) and D (t) are invariant while'Q.(t) and"'D·(t)t 
- ~ X 

change the sign. Lee and Yang introduce the pseudovectors P +(t) and P _ (t), 

the vectors P (t~ and P.(t), the scalars I+(t) and I (t), and the ps~edoscalars · r 1 uc 
I h) and I. (t), defined by the relations 
r 1 

11 T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 104, 822 (1956). 
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(44) 

D (t) 
-+ 

- p (t) 
-+ (] + I (t y , ·. (44 1 ) 

- D (t} + i D. (t) =. (P (t) + i P. (t)) 
r - 1 r 1 

-+ (] + 

(I (t) + I. (t) ). 
r 1 

(45) 

The quantities I+(t) and I_ (t~ are the intensities, and P +(t)/I+(t) and 

P_ (t)/ I_ (t) the polarization vectors for the particles with parity + and -

respectively. The limitations that follow from the condition that D(t} be 

positive definite are reported in the Lee-Yang paper. If the value of the 

density matrix at the instant of produe::tion, D(o), is knowri, its values at 

times t later can be obtained by the Wigner- Weinkopf treatment of the 

decay interactions. In contrast to the case of parity conservation, D+(t) 

and D _ (t) have a nonexponential time dependence, but they contain two 

exponential terms and an oscillating exponential term. W.e find 

D (t) 1 = --

·jq2+112 

D(t) 1 = 
)( jq2+112-

[ qE 1 e- 'Y1t -I q 12 Ee- ('y 1 +yz) t/ 2 e i 6t + . E t e -('Y 1 +y 2'1-; I 2 e- i 6t- q -'~'E 2 e- 'Y 2 t] 

(46'-') 

with 

(4 7) 

E 2 = D -·· t 2 
+(Oj -q"'l1(0)- q D)0) + jql D_(O), (4 7 i) 
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(47,") 

Equations (46) through (4 7") completely specify the density matrix at time 

t once the two lifet.imes, the mass difference, and th~ parity-mixing 

parameter q are known. From the density matrix each measurable prob

ability can be derived. In particular, considering the decay of hyperons, 

the momentum distribution of the decay pion in the hyperon rest system 

can be written as 

w CK) = (48) 

where s and Ti are expressed lineal-ly through the elements of D(t). 
10 

-+ 
For the hyperons emitted in the capture of K- at rest, 11 is parallel 

. . 

to the hyperon momentum, thus giving a forward-backward asymmetry. 
. . -+ 

However, in a production proce·ss from particles with kinetic energy, 11 

has in general a component normal to the plane of production; Therefore 

both forward- backward asymmetries and up-down asymmetries are expected-

even after the states of the other produced particles are summed over. 

Let us discuss in particular the case in which only the longlived component 

(of !\ or of :E) is observed. In this case, from Eqs. (46") and (47 1 )'(to be 

definite we take particle 2 as the long-lived), we have 

D(t) 
)< 

q 
>:C 

(49) 

The vector.· Ti expressing the average direction of "it is of the form 

(constant) P ·(t) + (constant) P. (t). 
10 

The vectors P (t) and P. (t) can be r 1 r 1 

obtained from Eqs. (48) and (49~. From the invariance under rotations and 

reflections in the production process and from the invariance of the density 

matrix under cp (we assume that the states of the other particles produced 
-+ 

are not observed}, 11 is found to have the form 

[(,constant) Re (q) + (constant) Im (q)], (50) 

., 
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-.= P.. ( 0) 

where P (0). = P +(0) is a pseudovector normal to the production plane and 

the vector P (O) lies in the production plane. Equation (50) shows that both 
r- . 

up-down asymmetries (except for forward direction) and forward 7 backward 

asymmetries occur. The only exceptional case would be q = 0, which 

corresponds to observing only.one particle with definite parity. 
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III 

If K+ and K _ have all quantum -numbers equal and differ orily in· the 

parity assignment,. the minimum symmetry required for accoundrig of the. 

equality of. their masses would be the in variance under parity' ·conjugatio·n. 
7 

Our discussion so far applies to the parity-conjugation model. One can note, 

however, that in the Gell-Mann1 s Theory I
3 

conservation is equivalent to S 

conservation and therefore, as long as the I
3 

assignment is maintained, one 

can very well reverse the S value for each particle (and accordingly modify 

the relation between Q and I) without lntroducing any forbidden reaction 

(single production, etc. ). This freedom allows for a duplication of the num

ber of strange particles--by introducing for each strange particle a particle 

In a recent paper Pais points out that by with opposite S and the same I
3

. 
12 

takingS pseudoscalar one can use this freedom for generating parity doublets. 

Because P and S anticommute, the parity operator reverses the strangeness 

(however, it leaves 1
3 

unchanged), therefore invariance of the theory under 

Pis sufficient for obtaining the equality of the masses. However, again owing 

to the anticommutation between P and S, the particles with definite strangeness 

have no definite parity. This theory is in some sense more economical than 

the parity- conjugation theory; in fact, no c p in variance is needed. No for

ward-backward asymmetries are expected in this theory. Most of the dis-

cus sion carried out so far for 

similar form to Pais theory. 

a superposition of K: and K~ 
S = + 1 and of K+ with S = - L 

parity- conjugation invariance applies in a 

The K+ beam at time t after the production is 

or (changing the representation) of K+ with 

These latter, however, cannot still generate 

hyperons because of 1
3 

conservation. The only pos.sibility allowed is again 

that with two very different lifetimes. Moreover, the long-lived particles· 

must not generate short-lived particles in interaction, and the only way of 

obtaining such a situation is assumeithat they afe close to eigenstates of the 

strangeness, in which case the short-live!f are also
1 

corresponding to the 

opposite eigenvalue. This again means q = + 1, and the physical realization 

would again be of the same kind as discussed for the parity-conjugation model. 

12A p . . a1s. A Suggestion Concerning the Reflection Properties of Hyperons 

and K-Mesons (preprint). 
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The following differences must be noted however, First, in the Pais theory 

also t,he 'J particles are doublets. Therefor~ there would be short-lived 

and long-lived 0 . Short-lived are produced with short-lived, a.nd long-
0 

lived wit~ long-'lived. Moreover, the 1\ emitted from the de.cay of the · ,..,_ 
long-lived v must again be long-lived if 6. S = ± 1 holds. Therefore the 

difficulties concerning 0 -particles would be in part removed by acceptance 

of the Pais formulation of parity-doublet theory. Second, since L = C P 

and S commute in the Pais theory (they anticommute in the ordinary theory) 

it .would not be impossible for the K 0 with definite L to have also definite S 

however, we cannot give any argument showing that this occurs; it would in 

fact be quite accidental. Moreover, the limit of strong neutrino interactions 

would essentially lead to the same difficulties as for the Lee-:- Yang parity

doublet theory. In particular, the present scheme for associated production 

1\ 0 ·0 0 0 
of + K with one observed I\ lifetime and two observed K lifetimes 

occurring with about the sam.e relative frequencies would not in general be 

fitted in this model. The arguments discus sed in Section II concerning the 

conditions imposed for the consistency of the solution would, moreover, 

still apply in exactly the same form. 
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IV.· 

We have examined in this discussion wha:t mo,dificati,oi-is in the origirial 

7'-8 probiem are brought about by the recent discovery of parity nonconserVa....: 

tion in neutririo interactions, and whether such modifications could pe,rrnit 

a voidance of the conclusion that parity must be viol.ated also in other weak 

interactions not i~volving neutrinos. We have, however, restricted our 

discussio~ to the usual description of ne~trino interactions such that the.· 

observed n~utrino processes occur as direct processes at firsl order in the 

weak neutrino coupling. Under this, restrictl.on our conclusion is negative. 

In fact,. th~ o~ly possible solutions would' requi;e at least two K mesons, and 

·'hence almost unavoidabl~ general p~rity-doublef strucfures. Such models 

would appear in any case more complicated than models with pa;ity non.:. 
·• • • ' • ' ., ' ' ! 

conservation in weak nonneutrino interactions also. A detailed discussion 
.. .. •. ·. . 

of the possible c~ses shows that one solution could be constructed that can· 

simulate the present experimental evidence strongly indicating single part:leles 

and' singl~ lifetimes. According to this solution there wOU:ld be short-lived 

and long-liv6d particles, which ~re des~ribed by states that very approximately 

are eigenstates of the parity conjugation operator in the Lee- Yang parity-. 

doublet theory, or eigenstates of the strangeness in the parity-doublet 

theory recently suggested by Pais. Short-lived particles would be produced 

in association with short-lived, and long-lived with long-lived. Moreover, 

long-lived particles would for most experiments originate only long-lived 

particles after nuclear interaction. This solution can be constructed con

sistently if a (rather unphysical) predominance of the neutrino interactions 

is assumed with re speC:t to the parity-conserving weak interactions, and 

the neutrino interactions are further assumed to satisfy some symmetry 

requirement with respect to exchange of the two parity states in the parity 

doublet. However, it is shown that the consistency of the solution requires 

very unphysical conditions on the decay interactions (large differences in 

the magnitudes of ~arious matrix elements, strong energy dependences or 

different behavior of various classes of neutrino interactions p. ·It is shown 

that the decay of the short-lived particles would practically always occur into 

neutrino modes. A particular difficulty occurs in connection with the neutral 

K me sons, which do not fit the scheme properly. In the Lee- Yang form of 
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parity doublets, the presence of the nonobserved forward-backward 

a symmetries and the nondoublet structure of the 8 particle would constitute 

further difficulties. The model would lead to up-down asymmetries even if 

the interaction directly responsible for the observed hyperon decay con

served parity. 

In conclusion, we feel that the unavoidable complication of the scheme, 

the unphysical conditions on the weak in'teractions required for its consistency, 

and some of the specific difficulties encountered--in particular the difficulty 

found in connection with neutral K me sons- -already constitute a disproof of 

this model. Unfortunately the mere qualitative discovery of up-down asym

metries in hyperon decays would not directly exclude this model. Since a 

definite quantitative prediction of the model is that short-lived particLes 

that decay rapidly into leptons must be produced with the same eros s section 

as for production of the observed strange particles, any evidence against 

such processes would constitute a direct experimental disproof. 
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